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About the Game:

Players: 2 to 8
Game time: 5-30 minutes (depending on the number of players)

Adaptation is a faced paced game, where the object is to survive all challenges, and be
the last player still alive at the end of the game.  Through your ability to remember, read
your opponents, and adapt to change, you will try to outwit the other players. Each
round you will need to face a challenge and hopefully survive it unscathed

Game Components

The game consists of 3 challenge cards, which when assembled will have a different
colored back than the playing cards.  The idea being that they will need to be separated
out from the playing cards and this helps you to find them.

66 playing cards – each playing card has objects on it, which vary in shape, color, and
number.  They all have the same back.

Each player will need 3 tokens to represent their current standing in the game. You will
need to provide these for now.  Common objects that can be used are glass beads, coins,
etc.



Object

The object of adaptation is to roll with the punches, survive the challenge in each round
and try and retain as many of your tokens as you can from round to round.  Upon each
challenge, one or more players will loose a token, so it’s in your best interest to adapt as
best you can.  The last player to still have any tokens is the winner.

Setup

To set up the game do the following:

 Separate out the 3 challenge cards, and set them aside
 Shuffle the 66 playing cards, and place them on the playing surface face down
 Provide each player with 3 tokens.  They must place these in front of themselves,

in plain view of all other players.

How to play

The youngest player gives each player a playing card face down.  They will also place the
Number challenge card face up in the middle of the playing surface.  This is always the
challenge for the first round of the game (to determine order of play for the following
round).

For this first round the youngest player is the “Dealer”.

Each round will consist of a challenge.  In the first round the challenge is “Number” –
meaning that players will be comparing the number of objects on their card.  The
player(s) with the lowest number of objects on their playing card would be the “defeated”
for that round.

An example:



In this example Player 4 would be defeated.  Player one has a number score of 4 (there
are 4 triangles on the card), Player 2 has a number score of 2 (two pentagons), Player 3
has a number score of 3 (3 triangles), and Player 4 has a number score of 1 (1 triangle). It
is always the player(s) with the lowest challenge score that is defeated.

On all other rounds, the defeated player would lose one of their tokens (represented by
the red dots above).  However since this is the first round, they will not lose a token – we
are just determining who will go first.

If two players tie for the lowest challenge they would both be defeated, and would lose a
token.

After all players have resolved who the defeated is and remove tokens from them, the
dealer is now set.  If there was only one defeated player, they are automatically the
dealer.  If there happens to be multiple defeated players in a round, then progressing
clockwise (the dealer’s left) the first defeated player is the new dealer.

For example
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In this case even though both player 2 and 4 have a number score of 1 (player 2 has 1
pentagon, and player 4 has one triangle), and they would both be defeated (and normally
lose a token), but only player two would be the new dealer.

Similarly in this case:
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Player 3 would be the new dealer.  Player 2 is not defeated (they have a number score of
3) and thus while both Players 3 and 4 are defeated (number score of 1), Player 3 is the
first defeated player going clockwise from the dealer, and thus is the new dealer.

Once the new dealer is set.  All players turn their cards back over to face down.  It is then
turn for the new dealer to take their actions.

As dealer you get some very special abilities.  First and foremost you can immediately
get a new card if you wish.  You would take your current card and discard it (make a
discard pile with the cards face down) and then draw the top one off the draw pile (the
pile of all other playing cards).

Secondly and perhaps even more important, you get to select the next challenge.  Take all
3 challenge cards in to your hand, and determine which one you will wish to play for the
next round. You get to look at your playing card, so it’s probably in your best interest to
pick the challenge that benefits you most.  However you can also try and recall what
other players had if you want to try and get them to lose a token. Once you have made
your decision you will place it face down in the center of the play area (so as not to
disclose it to the other players).
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Then proceeding to your left (clockwise), every other player will have the choice to either
keep their card, or discard it, and draw a new one from the draw pile.  They do not know
which challenge card you picked, so they will have to try and read you (possibly based
upon whether you took a new card or not, and if they can remember what your last card
was) and decide whether they will want to adapt (take a new card) or take their chances
with what they already have.

It is obviously in everyone’s best interest to try and remember what the other player’s
have when they reveal their card during the challenge.

When all players have made their choice, the dealer goes ahead and flips over the
challenge card that they had selected, and reveals to all other players.  At this point, all
players reveal their card.  A challenge score is calculated for each player (whether it is a
number challenge, a shape challenge or a color challenge), and the player(s) with the
lowest score are defeated, lose one of their tokens, the new dealer is determined and play
continues from there.

Other challenge cards

So we have gone over how the number challenge gets resolved (based on the number of
objects on each players card), but there are two other possible challenges you could face

Shape

The shape challenge, as the name implies has to do with the shape of the objects on your
card.  If you go through all the playing cards you will see there are only 4 types of shapes
– triangles, squares, pentagons, and hexagons.

The score for each shape is equivalent to the number of sides it has.  Thus the triangle is
3, the square is 4, the pentagon 5, and the hexagon 6.  Regardless of the number of that
shape are on the card, it is always only the number of sides on that common shape

So for example:



In this challenge, Player 2 would have the highest challenge score.  It’s a shape challenge,
so we go by shape score.  Player 2 has a hexagon which has a score of 6 (six sides).
Player 3 has a pentagon (score of 5 for 5 sides).  And both player 4 and 1 have a triangle
(score of 3 for 3 sides).  Thus Player 1 and Player 4 would both be defeated, and lose a
token.  Player 4 would be the next dealer, and would go ahead and perform their actions.

As you can see the current challenge really does make a difference, because if this were a
number challenge, Player one would have had the highest score (4 triangles) instead of
having the lowest score and thus they lost a token.

Color

The last challenge type is color.  The ranks of the colors from highest to lowest are Red,
Orange, Yellow, Green.  If you find that hard to remember, you might recall that they are
the order of the colors in the rainbow (the old acronym ROYGBIV – which you might be
teaching to the younger players right now).  Or if you wish you can assign a number
value to each color Red-4, Orange 3, Yellow-2, Green-1.  Whatever works for you.
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So supposing the same cards we used to demonstrate the shape challenge:

Since it is a color challenge.  Player 4 would have the highest score (Red), Player 3
would have the second highest score (Yellow), and Player 1 and 2 would have the lowest
(Green).

Thus both Player 1 and Player 2 would lose a token and Player 2 would become the new
dealer.

When a player is extinct

When a player has lost all their tokens they are now extinct. They were unable to adapt
to the changing environment and thus their time has come.  Typically this player would
be the next dealer.  However since they are no longer actively part of the game, someone
else must become the dealer.  If during the last challenge another player was defeated
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(lost a token) they would be the dealer (using the standard clockwise rule in the case if
there were more than one player who was also defeated, but still active).  In the case that
there were no more defeated players from the last round still active, then the player with
the least number of tokens will become dealer.  If there is a tie for that, once again apply
the clockwise rule, and the player to the left of the dealer who is tied for the lowest
number of tokens is the new dealer.  Continue with play as normal.

If all of the remaining players go extinct at the same time, they all tie as the winner.
Otherwise there will be a single winner.  Congratulations!

If you run out of cards in the draw pile

While this should not happen, if it does, just reshuffle the discard pile, and replace it as
the new draw pile.

Variations:

Feel free to increase the number of tokens to prolong the length of the game.


